
The Life and Times of 

Frederic S. McIntyre

From Charlotte Michigan to 
Newton Massachusetts by way of 
South McAlester Indian Territory 

and Kankakee Illinois



Fred McIntyre 

Career

• June 1887 – Graduation from Charlotte 
High School in English

• 1888 – Teaching in unknown location, 
Holland, MI?

• 1891 – Watchmaking school – Possibly 
Bradley with DeLong

• Ca 1893 – 1905: Jeweler, So. 
McAlester, I.T.

– 1895 Married Lida Wood

– 1903 Daughter Kathleen born

– 1904 Lida dies

– 1901 – 1905 Developing watch design 
with DeLong in So. McAlester, I.T.

– 1905 Married Lola Booth

• 1905 – 1908 Looking for site for watch 
factory

• 1908 – 1912 McIntyre Watch Co. 
Kankakee, IL

– 1905 – 1908: Lining up investors and 
hands for watch factory.

– 1908 – 1911: General Manager then 
President of McIntyre Watch Co.

– 1911 Traveling for McIntyre Watch Co. 
negotiating dealerships.

– 1911 – 1912: General Manger,  
McIntyre Watch Co.

– 1911 Son Donald born

• 1913 – 1919: Partner in W. G. Knapp
– 1913 Daughter Zelda born

– Wholesaling diamonds, watches and 
traveling clocks

– McIntyre and Knapp each retained 
separate private businesses while 
working in the partnership.

• 1915: Investor with Knapp and others 
in the Delong Escapement Company

• 1919 – 1925: Lincoln Products Corp., 
Springfield, MA  Automobile 
Accessories

• 1925 – 1954: Zenith Products, West 
Newton, MA

– Designed and developed precision 
pumps for the synthetic fiber industry.

– Sold over 500,000 pumps to major 
customers such as DuPont and 
Celanese.

– Was still working on improved pump 
designs at the time of his death in 1954.



Young Fred

Young Fred at age 

12 in Charlotte, 

Michigan.



The Early Days

• Fred graduated from Charlotte High School in 
1887 and taught school for several years before 
deciding to take up watch making.

• Did he attend Bradley? He went to watch making 
school somewhere in the early 1890’s and Bradley 
studying with DeLong is the most obvious 
connection.

• The watch signed by Fred in the Southern 
Horological Institute ad is signed 1904 so part of 
the activity in So. McAlester was probably Fred’s 
continuing education in watch making with 
instruction from DeLong.





Fred and Lida

• Fred’s first wife Lida Wood was 
from Ft. Smith, Arkansas.

• They married in 1895 and had two 
still born children before their 
daughter Kathleen was born in 
1901.

• Lida died in 1903 in New Mexico 
probably of consumption 
(Tuberculosis)
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Indian Territory Watches
934 46503 1898 - 1899 Eisenstadt St. Louis

934 132136 1900 Eisenstadt St. Louis

934 146111 3/13/01 Eisenstadt St. Louis

934 146219

934 146228 3/25/01 7/17/01 Eisenstadt St. Louis

940 148216 2/25/01 3/1/01 Eisenstadt St. Louis

940 148217 2/25/01 3/15/01 Eisenstadt St. Louis

941 153604

934 172010 10/29/01 11/25/01 Wheeler

927 179511

926 182810 1/15/02 1/30/02 Eisenstadt St. Louis

926 202018 6/20/02 11/12/02 Eisenstadt St. Louis

926 233925 1/16/04 11/29/05 S.H. llelausin Minneapolis

Agassiz 16s 116679

Agassiz 16s 116680

Swiss 0s 1283255

Fred ordered watches 
through jobbers from 
Hamilton with his name 
on the dial and movement.



Examples 

of I.T. Watches

Swiss 0 size

Hamilton 940

Agassiz 16 size



The Grand City of 

South McAlester

• At the turn of the 20th century South McAlester was the 
2nd largest city in what is now Oklahoma.

• The Choctaw Nation was very prosperous with major 
coal deposits in the area.

• South McAlester was the crossing of two major rail lines.

• Immigrants to the Choctaw Nation were required to have 
work permits similar to today’s Green Card or be married 
to a native citizen. 

• Most of the coal miners working in the area were 
immigrants from Italy.

• There was a major mine disaster in nearby Krebs in 1897 
with the loss of many lives.



McAlester Today

• McAlester’s major industry today is a 
nearby federal penitentiary although there 
are a number of smaller businesses.

• There is only a little left to remember Fred 
& Charles activities there.



Early McIntyre/DeLong 

Prototype

• This artifact was found as loose material in some of Fred’s memorabilia.

• It represents the abandoned layout of the McIntyre Watch on an Open Face plan with the 
winding and center in line with the 4th wheel.

• The watch has been restored to working condition and the winding train completed from 
the factory drawings.

• The winding gears had been lost over the years. The watch was finished at some time all 
except the setting mechanism.



Patents

The watch patents obtained 
by Fred McIntyre and 
Charles DeLong were the 
cornerstone of their plans to 
build the McIntyre Watch 
Co. With little in the way of 
cash to invest, they needed 
tangible goods to obtain their 
share of the enterprise. By 
assigning all his patents to 
Fred, Charles gave Fred the 
power to negotiate with the 
investors with substantial 
value on his side.



Master Assembly Drawing



Detail Drawings

The factory material includes all of the detail drawings, Master Assembly Drawings, 
specialized cutters and a large number of watch parts. There is also a group of ebauches and 
dials. The drawings are all India ink on linen with blue prints made from them for use on 
the shop floor. 



Production 

Plans

None of the McIntyre Watch Company internal corporate 
documents have survived. However, these notes from Fred's 
notebook give some indication of what he intended for the 
business. I don't know the significance of the "/12" in these notes 
but assume that the numerator is the jewel count. One possible 
explanation is that 12 is the total numbers of jeweled holes, 
which would include the escape wheel and the balance holes. 
Another anomaly is that the price of the 17 ligne 16/12 
movement is greater than the 20/12 movement.

The idea to do the escapements abroad was apparently 
abandoned, since there are cutters and escape wheels among the 
factory materials. However, it may have been the intent to 
complete the trains up to the balance and ship the assembled 
movements to Switzerland for addition of the balance and the 
springing and adjusting. The bulk of the dials are Swiss but there 
are sprung balances among the material.



Advertising

This engraving of the McIntyre 
Watch seems to have been made 
from a large image for use on the 
corporate letterhead and 
advertising material. No watches 
with the markings shown have 
been reported and they probably 
do not exist. The only watch that 
has been seen with any markings 
is the Master Watch with the 
MWCo logo. 

The serial number of 10265 on 
the drawing is clearly fanciful as 
events turned out. This image was 
scanned from one of a number of 
2" cards with the image. There is 
also a 2' square framed image of 
the same design.



Sales 

Diary

Mch. 14.1910 Called on Alsted-Kaston Co. Met Mr. Alstead. 
Middle age sandy hair and mustache, fairly heavy, about 5’8”. 
Pleasant and intelligent talks that it is not worth the effort to 
push any high grade watch or carry in stock. Sells only Swiss 
goods. Said ours was the first fine watch he ever saw of 
American manufacture. Says he could not sell our 16s, but 
could do business with 14s. Introduced to watch-makers and 
told them to look at the first fine American watch ever made. 
Said its only fault was that it was too good.

Watchmakers both spoke in terms of highest praise. Their 
names Joseph Wibbert, old, white hair and beard, Gustaf 
Ljungstrom Swede and evidently good man.

Called on Beuide, Upmeyer Co. Met buyer, Chas. L. Carlson. 
Practical man. Evidently much pleased with watch. Desirous 
of Agency but wanted to wait for 14s watch. Said had not sold 
fine 16s in two years. Have Patek Agency, Carry good fair 
stock of watches. Said our prices were not too high and that 
they would sell, but greater part of sale would be to R.R. men. 
Mr. Carlson, man about my size, smooth shaven, dark 
complexion. About my age.

Mch. 15. Closed Agency with C Preusser Jewelry Co., 438 E. 
Water. Buyer Zedler. About 5’11” dark, smooth shaven, good 
looking. Had sold the Mailon (Meylan) for best watch. Told me 
all best trade was for 12 size but that felt satisfied that 16s. 
would give better results. Five watch repairers and good run 
of work. Apparently progressive house.

… (continued for 8 more days)



Fred on 

the Road

This formal portrait of Fred dates from the time he 

was making the sales trip described in his diary. 

The photograph is nearly identical to the small 

picture Charles DeLong used in making the 

engraving of Fred's portrait dated 1906



The 

Competition

Fred and Charles sincerely believed they could make a watch 

equal in quality to a Patek Phillipe Observatory Watch at an 

affordable price. This watch produced around the time they 

were making their plans and sold by Bailey, Banks & Biddle is 

a good example of what they were up against. It is a Patek 

"Extra Special" stamped with the serial number on the dial plate 

as well as the back plate. These are the characteristic markings 

of an Observatory Watch..



The  Watch

This McIntyre Master Watch is the prototype watch that was 
hand made by Charles DeLong. Several of the other model 
watches were also hand assembled by DeLong using parts from 
the factory production, but with balances and springing 
supplied by DeLong.

Although Fred had made plans for a range of watches, the first 
watch produced was the top of the line 25 jewel 16 size watch. 
The quality of the finish is simply superb and the innovative 
features are wonderful. It is a sensual experience to observe the 
operation of the patent wind indicator as the barrel gear carries 
the intermediate gear over to engage the up/down mechanism.



The 14 Size Watch

• The requests for the 14 size watch were 

answered by this prototype created by DeLong.

• Unfortunately, the business was packed up 

before it could go into even model production.



Borresen 

• Mcintyre funded general developments in 
addition to the McIntyre Watch itself.

• Helge Borresen was a talented inventor who 
developed an improved motor barrel in 
addition to this interesting center second 
watch design.

• Borresen persuaded DeLong to actually create 
the prototypes of his “Safety Watch.”

• Given the design of the dial this example may 
have been used to try to sell the design to 
Webb C. Ball



Fred’s Thoughts 

on the Watch
This watch picture is a mirror image of 

any of the watches actually seen. Fred’s 

comments on the back are particularly 

interesting.

The watch is likely the same one that sold at Sotheby’s 
from the Time Museum.



Factory FeverMonday, June 13, 1910



Operations
The Watch Factory was never built, but the Watch 

Company commenced operations in the Foley & 

Williams plant in Kankakee. It is possible that these 

pictures were posed to attract investors, but since at least 

200 ebauches were produced, it is likely that the 

company actually operated for a period of time in the 

1908 to 1910 period.



Balance Sheet
• The true story, as always, is told by the 

balance sheet. This is the June 30, 1910 

statement of the company's financial 

condition. Although the liabilities side 

shows the authorization for $500,000 in 

capital the treasury stock shows that 

$254,500 was not issued.

• Since the company only raised $56,000 

in the first round of financing from a 

$200,000 float, the actual paid in capital 

in the second round was $45,500 and the 

total cash for operations was $101,500.

• There were pledges in hand for $200,000 

from a Chicago investor group, but they 

were withholding further payment until 

they saw actual production watches.

Since they had purchased $102,248.36 in machinery and tooling and $652 in furniture, it is clear that money must have been 

coming from somewhere else to pay employees and the utility bills. The most likely explanation is that the creditors were 

financing the company as is the normal case in high risk start ups. The Real Estate was donated by Len Small in order to 

persuade the community to build utilities out to his property. It is also likely that the recorded value of the watches in 

manufacturing process and finished was inflated over the actual labor cost to produce them. All in all this statement would 

not have stood an audit and the company was clearly in trouble.



The Final Blow

• The company was in dire financial straits, but no worse than many 
under funded start ups.

• The Chicago Investors had the money to fund the factory and initial 
operations, but wanted to see the real product.

• Unfortunately Foley & Williams had a more ready tenant for their 
property with a new, and likely more stable, sewing machine company.

• The McIntyre Watch Co. was evicted and the equipment and material 
packed away in freight cars on the nearby siding.

• As the talent began to drift away the company went into receivership.

• The receivers sold the assets to Hills Clock Co., a new company in 
Chicago making clock escapements.

• The receivers also initiated a lawsuit with the Hamilton Watch Co. 
alleging infringement on the Borresen Motor Barrel and another Motor 
Barrel patent that the company had acquired.



Kankakee

Town Hall 

• Kankakee town hall, 

August 2007



Foley Williams

Building Today

• Current structure that appears to be 
the Foley Williams plant that once 
housed the McIntyre Watch Co.



Fred Moves On

• Fred was occupied for several years with the dissolution of the factory 
but ended with nothing to show for his efforts.

• In 1913 he formed a partnership with W. G. Knapp to sell wholesale 
jewelry, watches and travel clocks.

• The Knapp – McIntyre partnership was always called W. G. Knapp, 
which rankled Fred.

• The partnership invested in the DeLong Escapement Company, most 
likely at Fred’s urging, and the failure of that venture probably rankled 
Knapp.

• Eventually, in 1919, Knapp bought out Fred’s interest in the partnership 
for $19,000 and Fred used those funds to set up his automotive 
company in Springfield, MA.



Fred’s Metering 

Pump

• The automotive accessories 
business was a modest success and 
it was there that Fred came up 
with the idea for an improved 
metering pump.

• There were many problems 
producing fibers of uniform 
diameter.

• The synthetic materials could foul 
the pump and bring the process to 
a halt.

• Fred’s self lubricating design 
addressed several of these issues.

• Zenith pumps became the 
dominant provider of such devices 
to the new synthetic fiber industry.



Lola and Children

• This picture shows Fred’s 
second wife Lola with their 
children, Donald and Zelda 
in 1925.

• Lida’s daughter Kathleen is 
not often seen in the family 
pictures. She was 10 years 
older than Donald and was 
married at the time this 
picture was made.



Improved Balanced 

Pressure Pump

• Zenith stayed ahead of 
the competition by 
continuing to invent 
new and better pumps.



Constant Pressure 

Device

• Fred was 76 years old when he filed this 
patent for a fluid pressure regulation system.

• He was 81 when the patent was awarded.



Continuing work on 

watches & Clocks

• Small desk clock made from 
a Badollet watch movement.

• Cleaned by Fred 2-10-46.



Fred Finds 

Success 

• Fred never lost his interest in watches and clocks 
and continued to work on small jobs for the rest 
of his life.

• However, he found success in the precision pump 
business.

• Here he is in the happy days with his son and my 
late friend Donald McIntyre.

• The drawing above is an improved precision 
pump Fred was working on when he died.

• Donald died in 2003 at the age of 95.


